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Letter to the Editor

PALGA, the nationwide histo- and cytopathology data network and archive. A role for digital pathology?

Sir,

With interest we have read the article of Casparie et
al. on the Dutch PALGA system [1]. The paper cer-
tainly makes clear what a unique system PALGA is and
what role PALGA could play in biobanking. From our
point of view, one important issue with regard to na-
tional storage is however not addressed, which is the
incorporation of digital images. Besides the fact that
including digital macroscopic images as are currently
often taken would be useful, we believe that the future
of the Pathology slide archive is a digital one. Digital
technology would allow to faster prepare clinicopatho-
logical conferences, creates greater flexibility in loca-
tion of clinicopathological conferences, allows faster
consultation of colleagues (in house or remote), allows
concurrent access to slides, circumvents misplaced or
damaged slides and deterioration in slide quality over
time, and could save archiving space. Next, it also is fa-
vorable for research purposes such as quicker (remote)
revision of patient series, as well as analysis of tissue
microarrays [2–7] and other digital images analysis ap-
plications [8–10]. Further, it endorses development of
digital applications for virtual microscopy teaching of
students. Lastly, this approach could be the stepping
stone for upfront digital diagnostics in the future.

Advances in scanning technology nowadays allow
high throughput scanning of slides at a resolution
that creates an acceptable alternative for classical mi-
croscopy, and costs for mass storage have come down
sufficiently to enable storing the massive number of
large image files at reasonable cost. Software for man-
aging a digital image archive and integration with
present patient information management systems is
available as well. We have therefore started a project
to prospectively start scanning all the slides that we
produce in the lab. The local infrastructure comprises
two high speed slide scanners (Aperio, Vista, CA,
USA) connected to a server that takes care of the man-
agement and the storage of the images. The images
are transferred through a regular network connection

(100 Mbit) to a Network Attached Storage (NAS) loca-
tion (Sun Microsystems, Santa Clara, CA, USA) com-
posed of a first line 6 Terrabyte (TB) space on fast hard
disks and expandable 120 TB robotic tape storage to
take care of images after that. Dedicated hierarchical
storage management software handles transparent im-
age transfer between tape, hard disks (and vice versa)
and workstations when requested.

In view of the advantages of this digital approach to
the pathology slide archive, we expect that soon other
pathology labs will follow this initiative. Although lo-
cal storage systems could be interfaced to allow trans-
fer of images between labs, a complicated network
of local storage area networks systems may not be
the most cost-effective approach, and a central digi-
tal archive hosting all images of all Dutch labs (keep-
ing just low resolution thumbnails locally) may be
preferred. This naturally requires that image retrieval
speed from a central NAS should be similar to that
from local storage, which may be an issue. As digital
images can (and to our opinion should) be regarded as
pathology data just like text and retrieval codes, we feel
PALGA should in the future play a coordinating role
within The Netherlands in central storage of digital im-
ages linked to pathology reports. As PALGA endorses
research [1] next to optimally providing historical
pathology data for patient care, one can easily imagine
the advantages of instant on-line retrieving digital im-
ages from all over The Netherlands for research pur-
poses over the traditional painful approach of plunder-
ing local slide archives to be sent through mail.

P.J. van Diest, C. Visser and A. Huisman
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